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Great Expectations:  Banks as Equity Underwriters 
 

 Over the past decade commercial banks have sought to gain prominence in equity underwriting. 

Citibank, Deutsche Bank, and NationsBank, among others, have attempted to ascend the top ranks of 

equity underwriting through acquisitions of investment banks.  Other commercial banks, such as J.P. 

Morgan & Company, have pursued the development of equity underwriting capability internally until its 

merger with Chase Manhattan in 2001.  Despite the attention garnered by banks moving into investment 

banking, no study to date has examined how effectively commercial bank affiliated investment banks 

(hereafter banks or CBIBs) have been able to compete with unaffiliated investment banks (hereafter 

independent IBs or IIBs) in equity underwriting.  Prior studies find that commercial banks, building on 

their core business of loans, have made significant headway into corporate debt underwriting in recent 

years (Gande, et. al (1999)) and Roten and Mullineaux (2000a)).  However, the greater costs of 

asymmetric information which accompany equity issues make the issuer’s selection of an underwriter 

more dependent on reputation and the extent of analyst coverage than debt underwriting.  These 

capabilities go beyond traditional bank strengths and may reduce the potential for banks to succeed as 

equity underwriters.   Consequently, there are reasons to speculate — both pro and con — how banks will 

fare as equity underwriters.  This study examines the in-roads banks have made into equity underwriting 

and their ability to compete head-to-head with independent investment banks in this key area of 

investment banking.    

Bank entry into equity underwriting follows important regulatory changes that occurred over the 

past decade.  Beginning in 1987, the Federal Reserve allowed banks to underwrite a limited number of 

commercial securities, but not corporate debt or equity securities, using an exemption found in Section 20 

of the Glass-Steagall Act.  In January 1989, the Section 20 exemption was broadened to include corporate 

debt, and later that year, equity. Gradual relaxation of the limitations imposed on Section 20 subsidiaries 

continued through December 1996, when the Federal Reserve increased the proportion of revenue that 

could be earned from underwriting to 25 percent and removed certain operating safeguards that had 
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inhibited the free-flow of business between a bank and its Section 20 affiliate. Although formal repeal of 

Glass-Steagall awaited passage of the Financial Modernization Act in November 1999, for all practical 

purposes restrictions on bank entry into investment banking eased considerably after 1996. 

As a result of the less restrictive regulatory environment, 30 commercial banks entered equity 

underwriting during 1990-1999 through the establishment of a Section 20 subsidiary.  Of these 30 banks, 

five begin and continue to pursue equity underwriting through 1999 following a build from within 

approach (“in-house” subsidiaries).  After 1996, all commercial bank entry into investment banking is 

initiated by the acquisition of an investment bank.  In all but a few instances, the intent to gain standing as 

an equity underwriter is cited as a specific motivation for the acquisition at the time of the merger.  

Collectively these acquisitions result in a large increase in the volume of equity underwriting done by 

banks.  Banks, which prior to December 1996, underwrote less than one percent of the overall issue 

volume, underwrite upwards of 20 percent of the total issue volume each year thereafter.  Given that 

banks start the decade with virtually no share of equity underwriting, unquestionably banks increase their 

prominence as equity underwriters over the sample period.   

As most of the in-roads made by banks result from acquisitions of investment banks with market 

share in equity underwriting, these transactions offer an opportunity to gauge the potential advantages of  

bank affiliation.   If banks have advantages over investment banks that facilitate their abilities as equity 

underwriters, all else equal, we should observe gains in market share following the acquisition.  We 

examine the market share of equity underwriting for the combined entity (bank plus investment bank) for 

a three-year period before and after the effective date of the acquisition.  Through the end of 2002, we 

find that the average market share for the combined bank decreases from 1.35 percent prior to the merger 

to 0.92 percent in the post-merger period, a significant decline. Nearly seventy percent of banks 

experience either a decline or no change in market share following the merger.  Further, it is the highest 

ranked banks prior to the merger that suffer the greatest loss of post-merger market share.  

Before reaching any conclusions, it is important to rule out other possible explanations for these 

results.  First, consistent with the practice of most studies, the previously reported results measure market 
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share by allocating the entire issue to the lead or book manager.  However, since competition for the lead 

position is likely to be the most intense, we also examine the in-roads banks make as co-managers.  Banks 

could co-manage issues in order to develop new areas of business or to build a more competitive position 

in equity underwriting over time.  For example, Corwin and Shultz (2004) find that investment banks 

serving as a co-manager on an IPO can sometimes subsequently realize opportunities to lead follow-on 

SEOs.  Second, as late comers to the field, banks have lower reputations on average than investments 

banks and reputation has been shown in prior studies to be a significant influence on an issuer’s choice of 

underwriter.1   Berger, et. al (1999), examining the consolidation taking place in financial services, reports 

that the rankings of the top securities firms exhibit great durability over time.  Their study raises the 

possibility that the banks’ loss of equity underwriting share could be a consequence of a larger industry-

wide phenomenon wherein more reputable banks have gained share at the expense of less reputable banks 

in recent years.  Therefore, we examine whether the loss of market share experienced by banks is unique 

to them or occurs more generally for investment banks of similar reputation.   

To examine a broader range of syndicate roles, we use the syndicate allocation data from Security 

Data Corporation to compute separate market shares for the lead, co-manager, and total share of 

underwriting.  On a volume-weighted basis, we find that banks experience a significant loss in lead, co-

manager, and total market share over the pre- to post-merger period.  Among the top banks handling the 

largest volume of underwriting, there is little evidence that the loss (gain) of lead share is offset by gains 

(losses) in co-manager share.  On the contrary, banks that perform poorly as leads, generally perform 

poorly as co-managers, and vice versa. To account for the influence of reputation, we match CBIBs to 

independent investment banks with comparable pre-merger market shares. The results indicate that the 

post-merger decline in lead, co-manager, and total market share of banks is significantly larger than that 

experienced by similarly ranked independent investment banks.  On the basis of total market share, banks 

                                                      

 
1For studies of reputation, see, among others, Beatty and Ritter (1986), Eccles and Crane (1988), Carter and 
Manaster (1990), Dunbar (2000), Krigman, et. al (2001) and Megginson and Weiss (1991). 
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experience a -1.18 percent decline in market share after the merger, while similarly ranked independent 

investment banks maintain the same level of market share. Because of this, the decline in market share 

experienced by banks cannot be attributed solely to industry consolidation.   

The reminder of the paper is devoted to attempting to understand why banks experience these 

results.  Similar to other studies, we do not find evidence that fees change in a way that distinguishes the 

banks gaining share (winners) from the banks losing share (losers) (Roten and Mullineaux (2000a)).  That 

is, bank winners do not appear to gain business by decreasing fees, nor do bank losers appear to lose 

business by increasing fees.  Both winners and losers significantly improve their analyst coverage 

following the acquisitions but this does not differentiate the two groups.  In general, few clues are 

uncovered from our analysis of issue characteristics in the pre- and post-merger periods that help explain 

the differences between bank winners and losers.     

A more fruitful approach is to explore relationship assets as a source of advantage in generating 

and maintaining investment banking business. Relationship assets form from recurring opportunities to 

provide services to issuers over time. 2 We examine the full range of changes in syndicate roles for 

underwriters of SEOs that follow IPOs offered within our sample period.  The banks losing share have 

significantly lower retention rates of follow-on SEOs after the merger than before the merger.  

Specifically, in the pre-merger period banks retain the lead position on 76 percent of the follow-on SEOs 

that occur after an IPO they led.  Following the merger, the retention rate falls to 52 percent for the banks 

losing share, while the banks gaining share experience considerably less fall off in their post-merger 

retention rates (69 percent on average).  Similar patterns are observed for the retention rates of co-

manager market share.  Further, the incidence of banks having no role in the SEO after serving either as 

the lead or co-manager on the IPO (that is, “being fired”) far exceeds that of independent investment 

banks.  In each of these circumstances, the bank had a prior equity underwriting relationship with the 

issuer that does not prove to be as durable as it does for independent investment banks. Finally, banks 

                                                      

2 For the importance of relationship assets, see Williamson (1979) and James (1992).    
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have a difficult time capitalizing on opportunities to gain business when an issuer switches from a 

competitor.  In a large majority of cases, when an issuer chooses to switch from its IPO underwriter, 

another independent investment bank is engaged to underwrite the SEO rather than another bank.  Taken 

together, these findings offer some explanation for why banks’ attempts to buy market share in equity 

underwriting have, for the most part, proven disappointing.   

This article is organized as follows.  Section 1 examines the arguments - pro and con - with 

respect to commercial banks’ ability to compete in equity underwriting. Section 2 describes the legislative 

background and the sample of Section 20 subsidiaries engaged in equity underwriting.  Section 3 presents 

our main tests of the changes in banks’ market share before and after affiliation with investment banks.   

Section 4 investigates the reasons behind the changes in market share.  Section 5 gives our conclusions. 

 

1. Commercial Banks’ Abilities as Equity Underwriters 

In this section, we briefly review the arguments – pro and con – of whether banks could be 

successful as equity underwriters.   Commercial banks possess several advantages over other 

intermediaries that might facilitate the establishment of an investment banking relationship with a firm 

and enhance the chance for success in equity underwriting.  First, banks often have contact with firms at 

an early point in their development and this early exposure may enhance familiarity and relationship 

building (Fama (1985), Puri (1996)).  This early exposure may facilitate repeat business and the formation 

of firm specific relationship assets that provide banks more flexibility in pricing their services to issuers 

and have value in attracting and keeping new business (James (1992) and Williamson (1979)).  Second, 

banks can possess superior information about a firm and its management through the monitoring of loans, 

and various book keeping activities (James (1987), James and Weir (1990), Kanatas and Qi (1998)).  If 

these activities produce sustainable proprietary information about the borrower, it may position the bank 

to gain additional business from the firm.  These arguments offer potential reasons why banks may be 

able to leverage prior relationships to gain standing in investment banking.  A third strand of literature 

points to the conflicts of interest that can arise from mixing loan and underwriting activities. Some argue 
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that this information advantage is so large that it can lead to banks’ eventual dominance in the field or to 

the unfavorable pricing of securities. However, Krozner and Rajan (1997) and Narayanan, Rangan, and 

Rangan (2001) suggest that market mechanisms develop which reduce or eliminate the concerns over 

conflicts of interests.  Empirically, Gande, et. al (1997) do not find that underwriting terms vary in 

circumstances where the potential for conflict is high—that is, when banks underwrite debt securities and 

the proceeds are earmarked for loan repayment.  Drucker and Puri (2004) find that issuers receive more, 

not less, favorable terms on loans made by banks in close proximity to follow-on equity issues.  These 

papers tend to discount the potential for conflicts of interest to arise from loan making and underwriting. 

Notwithstanding the above, there are several reasons why banks may achieve more limited 

success in equity underwriting.  First, few commercial banks enter equity underwriting with reputations 

the equal of investment banks.  Reputation is the one factor consistently found to be an important 

influence on an issuer’s choice of underwriter in prior studies. These studies suggest that perceptions 

about the “quality of people,” the pricing of issues, fees, and the quality and availability of research 

coverage contribute to the establishment of reputation – factors banks may not possess to the same degree 

as their competitors. Second, Eccles and Crane (1988) stress the importance of prior underwriting 

relationships as a key determinant to winning future mandates. Further, they document a strong 

relationship between reputation and investment bank profitability, suggesting that lower profits may 

hinder bank efforts to compete with higher reputation investment banks.   

Finally, banks have previously followed strategies of diversifying into new businesses with mixed 

success.   Delong (2001) finds that commercial banks acquiring other banks in an attempt to move into 

new territories or to develop non-banking sources of revenue – both focus-decreasing activities – have not 

served shareholders well.   Her study suggests that attempts to “bundle” financial services are difficult to 

execute efficiently.  Equity underwriting affords banks new opportunities to capitalize on their investment 

in information and due diligence by selling additional services to clients, or so-called cross-selling.  

Cross-selling or bundling opportunities have evolved as banks have reformulated their strategies from 

delivering specific but largely unrelated products to more functionally based services to clients (e.g., 
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capital raising, risk management) which cut across product boundaries (see James and Houston (1996)). If 

issuers value “one stop shopping,” this could enhance banks’ chances of success in equity underwriting.  

Plender (2002) notes, however, that outside of financial services “conglomeration” has fallen out of favor. 

Consequently, the foregoing arguments yield no definitive prediction about how banks will fare as equity 

underwriters and in the end it remains an empirical issue.  

In light of these competing views, it is instructive to examine what the banks themselves state as 

their goals in equity underwriting.  To shed light on the motivations behind the acquisitions of investment 

banks, we gather information about the deal from the parties involved or market place observers from 

Lexis-Nexis and Factiva.3  In all but three of the 30 acquisitions, at least one motivation cited for the 

acquisition involves the desire to attain or improve equity underwriting capacity.  In eleven instances, the 

building of equity underwriting capacity is the primary motivation given for the acquisition.  For 

example, 

Market insiders hailed the BankAmerica-Robertson Stephens combination as one that 
makes strategic sense for both companies. For some time, BankAmerica has been looking 
to build an equities business that could serve its middle-market lending clients.  
“BankAmerica To Buy Investment Banker Robertson For $540 Million,”  Dow Jones Online News, June 9, 
1997.   
 
The move was greeted favourably as an indication the bank, faced with competition from 
U.S. investment bankers at home, has finally managed to set itself up with an equities 
underwriting business in the United States.  “SocGen up on Cowen buy, Bank Sector Talk,” 
Reuters News, February 23, 1998. 
 

Other explanations suggest a desire to add equity underwriting, among other capabilities, to the 

bank in order to provide clients with a broader array of financial services.   

“Equitable Securities is an excellent strategic partner for SunTrust. It enhances our 
capital markets and asset management areas and brings equity underwriting capabilities 
to our company,” said L. Phillip Humann, president of SunTrust Banks, Inc.  PR Newswire, 
September 26, 1997. 
 
“Our clients are asking for more sophisticated financial products, including corporate 
finance, equity underwriting and distribution, advisory services, and research,” said 

                                                      

3 For brevity’s sake, only selected announcements are highlighted.  The full set of disclosures is available from the 
authors upon request.    
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BB&T Chairman John A. Allison. “BB&T to Acquire Scott & Stringfellow,” PR Newswire,  August 
10, 1998. 
 
A few banks also specifically note the lack of profit in traditional commercial banking product-

lines and the desire to move into more lucrative areas such as equity underwriting.4   

Deutsche Bank also will want to exploit Bankers Trust’s strong position in providing 
investment banking services to middle-market companies. Alex Brown specializes in the 
equities business for growth stocks, giving the German bank entry to a potentially 
lucrative market.  
Bloomberg News, The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, November 28, 1998.  
 
.  . . And German bankers concede that their relationship style of doing business, which 
carries high fees, is on its way out as corporate clients demand efficiency and technology 
over dinners in the bank’s plush dining rooms. The banks here are virtually forced to seek 
higher profit in their new businesses, as the returns on their traditional lending, banking 
services and bond sales at home are subject to more competition.  . .  . Underwriting on a 
global scale, along with asset management, is considered to be among the most profitable 
lines of business.  
The New York Times, June 20, 1995, Section D, p. 1  
 
 .  . . What attracted Dresdner to Kleinwort Benson – itself formed from a 1961 merger of 
the Kleinwort and Benson family-run banks – was the British bank’s equity and corporate 
advisory businesses . . .  
“The British are Selling, The British are Selling, (Investment Banks in the United Kingdom Selling To 
Foreigners),” Richard Evans, Financial World,  September 12, 1995, Vol. 164, No. 19, p. 42. 
 
While there are likely other benefits associated with acquisitions of investment banks in addition 

to equity underwriting, it is noteworthy that in the overwhelming majority of cases the banks themselves 

state the desire to increase equity underwriting as a primary goal of the transaction.   

2. Bank Entry into Equity Underwriting 

2.1 Legislative background: The Glass Steagall Act 

 Under the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, Congress separated the banking and securities businesses, 

by prohibiting banks from being principally engaged in the underwriting of stocks, bonds, and other 

securities.  This restriction held firm until April 1987, when the Federal Reserve allowed Citicorp, J.P. 

                                                      

 
4 Equity underwriting has higher fees on a percentage basis than corporate debt and loan underwriting, which is 
potentially a new source of bank revenue.  The results in Chen and Ritter (2000) and Hansen (2001) indicate 
considerable constancy in the fees for initial public offerings (seven percent) compared to the decline in fees 
experienced for corporate debt in recent years.  Gande, et. al (1999) finds that in 1996 the average gross spread on a 
debt issue was 1.08 percent versus 6.96 percent for an equity issue.   
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Morgan & Company, and Bankers Trust to underwrite commercial securities using an exemption found in 

Section 20 of the law.  A Section 20 exemption initially permitted banks to underwrite municipal revenue 

bonds, mortgages, and consumer related securities and, shortly thereafter, commercial paper (so called 

ineligible securities). 5  Collectively these permissions are known as Tier I authorization. To uphold the 

Congressional intent of separating banking and investment banking, the Fed required banks to establish 

independent units, or Section 20 subsidiaries.  Twenty operating limitations or “firewalls” addressed 

concerns about the potential for conflicts of interest and unfair competitive advantages that might 

accompany the linkage of the banking and securities businesses.6  To limit the extent of bank involvement 

in underwriting activities, the Fed also capped the revenue that could be derived from ineligible securities 

at five percent of the revenue from eligible securities of the Section 20 affiliate.   

In January 1989, the Fed broadened the Section 20 exemption to allow underwriting of corporate 

debt.  At the same time, the Fed granted conditional approval to several banks to begin equity 

underwriting.  The Fed imposed a year-long moratorium to audit the applicant’s compliance with eight 

additional firewalls put in place for equity underwriting.  The first bank to complete the process was J.P. 

Morgan & Company in September 1989.  At the same time, the revenue ceiling was raised to ten percent. 

Other banks completed the process in the months thereafter, so that eligibility to underwrite equity and 

corporate debt, or so-called Tier II authorization, became more commonplace from late 1989 onward.   

Other than approving more Section 20 affiliates, the rules remained largely unchanged until 

December 1996, when the Fed raised the revenue cap to 25 percent and eliminated certain firewalls, 

thereby allowing for much larger levels of underwriting activity. The 25 percent cap stayed in place until 

passage of the Financial Modernization Act of November 1999, which completed the formal repeal of 

                                                      

 
5Eligible securities include U.S. Treasury and agency securities and general obligation municipal bonds.        
6For example, the firewalls included the requirement of separate capitalizations, no interlocking management, and 
no sharing of customer information or marketing efforts between the subsidiary and the depository bank. The 
inability to have any managers or board officers of the depository bank involved in the subsidiary made it difficult to 
reach corporate-wide objectives and hampered staffing.  With respect to the marketing firewall, the subsidiary could 
not inform a client of other bank services (such as loans) unless the client specifically requested such information.  
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Glass-Steagall. 

2.2 Section 20 Subsidiaries 

We identify Section 20 subsidiaries from a list obtained from the Federal Reserve.  In many 

instances, the list provides the approval date of Tier I privileges, but not necessarily the date the 

subsidiaries become eligible to underwrite equity (e.g., Tier II date).  Hence, we collect the Tier II 

approval dates from the Federal Reserve Bulletin and LEXIS-NEXIS to mark a bank’s formal entry into 

equity underwriting. Table 1 summarizes commercial bank entry into equity underwriting via Section 20 

subsidiaries from the end of 1989 through 1999. Because the first bank approved for equity underwriting 

occurred in September 1989, henceforth for convenience, we refer to 1990 as the beginning date of our 

sample period.  In order to allow for three years of post-entry analysis, December 31, 1999 is our cut-off 

date for banks establishing Section 20 subsidiaries.7 Table 1 also gives the name of the Section 20 parent, 

the name(s) of the Section 20 affiliates associated with the parent, and the date of the first equity 

underwriting handled by the subsidiary.  The names of the subsidiaries offering equity underwriting 

services are collected from LEXIS-NEXIS, the Federal Reserve Bulletin, and the Securities Data 

Corporation New Issues (SDC) database.  The terms of the equity issues are obtained from SDC.    

Equity underwriting activity is initially measured based on allocating the entire issue to the lead 

or book manager position. The lead position is frequently used in the academic literature (Dunbar (2000)) 

and is justified as the position with the greatest profit potential and by the industry’s reliance on League 

Tables (see Chen and Ritter (2000) and Corwin and Schultz (2004)).  Thirty bank holding companies 

receiving equity underwriting privileges through 1999 serve as a lead underwriter.  Of these 30 banks, 

five begin and develop an equity underwriting business following a build from within strategy (“in-house 

subsidiaries”) from 1990 through 1999.  Interestingly, no new in-house subsidiaries are established after 

1996, which suggests that the Fed’s decision to raise the revenue cap to 25 percent altered the mode of 

entry into investment banking. Two other banks begin as in-house subsidiaries (Bankers Trust and Union 

                                                      

7 Megginson, Nail, and Morgan (2003) and others use a three year post merger time horizon. 
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Bank of Switzerland) but at a later point switch and acquire an investment bank.8    The remaining 23 

CBIBs make their first equity underwriting only after acquiring an IB.   

Our sample of equity issues includes all firm commitment initial public offerings (IPOs) and 

seasoned equity offerings (SEOs) by industrial, financial, and utility firms available from SDC from 1990 

to 2002.  To achieve a more uniform basis of comparison, we exclude, as previous studies have, REITs 

and closed end funds.  The resulting sample contains 1,263 offers led by commercial banks and 10,581 

offers led by investment banks over the thirteen-year period.  Table 2 shows the number and dollar 

volume of equity issues led by banks from 1990-2002.   Of note is the sharp increase in bank 

underwriting activity after December 1996. Prior to 1997, banks underwrote a total of 131 offers that 

amounted to less than one percent of the $1.2 billion total of equity issued over the entire period.  

Beginning in 1998, banks handle upwards of 20 percent of the equity underwritten in each year.  In the 

second and third columns of Table 2, we break down the bank-led offers into initial public offers (IPOs) 

and seasoned equity offers (SEOs).  Banks serve as lead underwriters for 537 IPOs (42.5 percent of bank 

offers) and 726 SEOs (57.5 percent of bank offers).  In sum, given that banks underwrite no equity in 

1990, the evidence in Table 2 shows they make sizable in-roads into equity underwriting by 2002. 

   

3. Bank Performance in Equity Underwriting  

The results in the previous section indicate that banks make significant strides in equity 

underwriting –especially after 1997.  However, most of the increase in volume stems from banks 

acquiring investment banks with some existing market share of equity underwriting. In this section, we 

investigate whether banks advance their position in equity underwriting beyond the level obtained 

through acquisition and therefore the value added by commercial bank affiliation.   

                                                      

8 The International Banking Act of 1978 (IBA) put foreign banks on a similar regulatory basis to U.S. banks.  
Seventeen foreign banks already acting as investment banks in the U.S., including Swiss Bank, Deutsche Bank, 
Dredsner Bank, and Union Bank of Switzerland, were grandfathered under the IBA.  These banks give up their IBA 
status and create new Section 20 subsidiaries during our sample period.  Although IBA banks were eligible to 
underwrite equity, none underwrote any significant amount prior to the establishment of a Section 20 subsidiary. 
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3.1 Analysis of Market Share  

Based on the names of the Section 20 parent and subsidiaries in Table 1, we collect equity issues 

led by these entities to create pre- and post-merger market shares for three years before and up to three 

years following the merger.  Market share is the sum of the gross proceeds of equity issues handled by a 

given bank in year t divided by the total gross proceeds of all equity issues (banks plus investment banks) 

in year t.  The pre-merger market share is defined relative to the announcement date of a merger with an 

investment bank.  Hence, year –1 is the market share determined for a twelve month interval prior to the 

merger announcement date (e.g., year –2 is the market share for month –13 through month –24, etc.) The 

post-merger market share is determined relative to the effective date of the merger.  Initially the interval 

between the announcement and effective date of the acquisition (time 0) is treated as a transitional period 

and is excluded.9  The following illustrates this time-line for market share allocation: 

 

For the in-house subsidiaries, we assign December 1996, the date the Fed increases the revenue cap to 25 

percent, as their entry date and calculate market shares relative to that date.  Since in-house banks build 

underwriting capability within their organizations, their experience provides a counter-point to the 

acquisition strategy. 

The pre-merger market share measures the hypothetical market share of the entities as combined 

but independently operated banks (i.e., bank X’s pre-merger share of underwriting plus the acquired 

investment bank Y’s pre-merger share).  From the effective date forward, the post-merger market share 

measures the gain or loss in share resulting from commercial bank affiliation beyond that which could 

                                                      

9The period between the announcement date and effective date averages 129 days (median=108 days). The results 
are not sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of the interim merger period. 

Announcement Date of the 
acquisition 

Effective Date of the 
acquisition 

-12 months -24 months -36 months 36 months 24 months 12 months 
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have been achieved by the units independently.  All else equal, if commercial bank affiliation is 

advantageous to investment banks, we should observe increases in the combined firm’s post-merger 

market share of equity underwriting.  Alternatively, if commercial bank affiliation is disadvantageous, we 

should observe no increase or a decrease in the post-merger market share.   

3.1.1 Acquisition Sample 

In total, there are 30 separate acquisitions of investment banks by banks during 1990 – 1999.  

Sixteen banks make only one acquisition during the period and eight banks make more than one 

acquisition. To calculate separate market share measures for the multiple acquisitions, we require at least 

one year’s time to elapse between the announcement date of an acquisition and the effective date of the 

subsequent acquisition.  In all but one case (Swiss Bank/Warburg/Dillon Reed), the transactions occur far 

enough apart to permit separate calculations of market share.    

Since Dunbar (2000) suggests that annual changes in market share are more revealing of the path 

by which reputation evolves over time, we begin by computing annual market shares for three years 

before and up to three years after entry into equity underwriting.10   As the results are not sensitive to 

whether averages or the year-by-year measures of market share are used, for brevity’s sake we report the 

three-year averages of the pre- and post-merger market shares in Table 3.  For the overall sample of banks 

making acquisitions in Panel A, the average pre-merger market share of 1.35 percent declines to 0.92 

percent in the post-merger period.11  The -0.44 percent average decline is significant at the five percent 

level.  Likewise, the median decline in market share is also significant at the five percent level.  

                                                      

10Of the 29 banks reported in Table 3, 20 have three complete years of post-merger data, five have two years of 
complete data, and four have one year of data before another merger takes place (i.e., the interim mergers).  Post 
1999, our cut-off for the establishment of Section 20 subsidiaries or acquisitions, banks continue to make 
acquisitions and in three instances this limits the length of our calculations of post-merger market share to two years.  
The three instances are Chase’s merger with J.P. Morgan, Wachovia’s merger with First Union, and UBS’s 
acquisition of Paine Webber.  
11 Following Dunbar (2000), the three year average post-merger market share (0.92) might mask a pattern wherein 
the banks improve their average performance as the time increases from the merger.  The average post-merger 
market share for the first year is 0.91 percent, 0.84 percent for the second year, and 0.79 percent for the third year.  
Thus, the banks’ performance does not improve as the time increases from the merger and the results are not 
sensitive to whether three year averages or annual market shares are used.   
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Based on the change in a bank’s pre- and post-merger market share we separate the banks into 

those that gain share and those that lose share.  Nine banks increase their share of equity underwriting, 

two banks’ share is unchanged, and eighteen banks lose share.  Since the mergers take place at a premium 

over market value, we combine the banks with no change in market share with those losing share.  Hence, 

31 percent of the banks gain share (subsequently “winners”) and 69 percent either lose or maintain share 

(subsequently “losers”) over the merger event period. A t-test of the percentage of banks gaining share 

versus those losing share is significant at the one percent level.  

Also of note in Table 3 is that the banks experiencing the largest declines in market share are the 

highest ranked banks based on their pre-merger market shares.  Bank losers experience nearly four-times 

the decline in market share on average (-0.72 percent) compared to the market share gained by bank 

winners (0.19 percent), a difference which is significant at the one percent level.  Somewhat surprisingly, 

it is the acquisitions of investments banks with the largest shares of equity underwriting  – and 

presumably the strongest competitors – that have the weakest post-merger performance.      

3.1.2 In-house Sample 

In Panel B of Table 3, we report the changes in market share for the in-house subsidiaries relative 

to an assumed entry date of December 1996.  Only one bank, J.P. Morgan & Company, experiences a 

substantial increase in market share of 3.8 percent ─the largest increase of any bank. Of the five in-house 

banks, four have negligible market shares in the pre- and post-December 1996 period. With the exception 

of State Street Corporation, all of the in-house subsidiaries receive equity underwriting privileges early in 

the sample period, so that the small amount of equity underwriting they handle cannot be ascribed to late 

entry into the field.  Another explanation for the small amount of equity underwritten might be their 

foreign status – as three of the five are foreign banks.  For example, in their applications for Section 20 

subsidiaries, the Canadian banks describe their intended scope of activities as helping Canadian firms 

with their U.S. capital raising needs.  Finally, given the change in the regulatory environment, the lack of 

an acquisition itself could reflect a bank’s decision not to vigorously pursue equity underwriting at this 

time – at least relative to banks making acquisitions.  Regardless of the reason, with the singular 
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exception of J.P. Morgan, the “in-house” group handles an inconsequential volume of equity 

underwriting.   Consequently, in most of the ensuing analysis we focus on the acquisition sample. 

 

3.2 Alternative Explanations for Market Share Results 

 While the previous results suggest that banks lose market share on average relative to the level of 

market share they acquire, other factors may offset or account for these results.   In section 3.2.1 we look 

at whether the market share results are altered if banks’ participation as co-managers is considered, and in 

section 3.2.2 we examine whether the results can be explained by industry-wide consolidation.  

3.2.1 Lead versus Co-manager Position 

The market share results reported in Table 3 are based on allocating the entire issue to the book 

manager (hereafter “single lead”).  While this position is important for reputational and profit 

considerations, some banks could be intent on gaining share or income in the co-manager role relative to 

other opportunities they have.  This would be consistent with the stated goals of some banks to move into 

the more lucrative area of equity underwriting and away from lower profit business such as loan making. 

Further, since gaining the lead position is heavily influenced by reputation, banks acquiring lower ranked 

investments banks may find more success as co-managers.  To investigate this issue we calculate separate 

market shares for the lead and co-manager syndicate positions.12  This requires us to code every syndicate 

position for each offer according to SDC’s assignment of roles while keeping track of the bank name 

changes and timing of the mergers. In Table 4 we report the differences in the pre- and post-merger  

market share for the lead, co-manager, and total share (sum of lead and co-manager share) of 

underwriting. All of the differences reveal average and median declines in market share – and no 

                                                      

12 We use the SDC codes of BM and JB for the book manager or lead position, and CM, GL, and JL for the co-
manager roles.  Co-managers are underwriters or originators of the issue that do not serve in the book running role. 
Because SDC’s syndicate data are limited before 1996, we use the results from Corwin and Shultz (2004) to estimate 
the respective shares when the data are missing.  They report that the book managers handle an average of 41 
percent of the offer, co-managers handle 38 percent of the offer and syndicate members handle the remaining 20 
percent. Due to their large number and the small amount of underwriting handled by syndicate members, for 
computational ease we ignore non-underwriting positions in the construction of market shares.   
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evidence of improvement following the merger.  The largest decline in market share (-0.17 percent) 

occurs for lead share which is significant at the five percent level.  Seventy-two percent of banks 

experience a loss of lead share, slightly above that in Table 3.  A majority of the banks still experience a 

decline of co-manager share (55.6 percent) and there is no significant change in co-manager share  

following the merger.  Narayanan, Rangan, and Rangan (2001) argue that banks with prior lending 

relationships with the issuer may attempt to avoid the potential for conflicts of interest in equity 

underwriting by purposefully choosing to co-manage rather than lead an issue.  If banks focus their 

underwriting efforts on co-managing after the merger, the evidence in Table 4 does not indicate that these 

efforts result in an increased share of co-manager underwriting. Furthermore, these efforts do not appear 

to offset the erosion in share of the lead underwriting position. 

Another question of interest is how the lead and co-manager market shares interact and whether a 

given bank’s loss (gain) of lead share is offset by gains (losses) in co-manager share. Of the top 15 banks 

with a pre-merger total market share of equity underwriting greater than 0.50 percent, 12 banks 

experience the same direction of change in lead and co-manager market share over the merger event 

period. For example, the -2.97 percent reduction in total market share experienced by Citibank is made up 

of a -0.37 decline in lead share and a -2.60 decline in co-manager share.  Nine of the 11 banks losing 

share (81.8 percent) lose both lead and co-manager market share and three of the four banks winning 

share (75.0 percent) increase their lead and co-manager market share. Hence, there is strong consistency 

in a bank’s performance as lead and co-manager for the top banks.  Among lower ranked banks there is 

less consistent performance but then their increases or decreases in post-merger market share necessarily 

result from changes in a small number of offers between the periods.  To better account for the 

differences in the amount of underwriting handled across the banks, we report volume weighted summary 

statistics of the changes in market share.13  As expected, the volume weighted means and medians show 

                                                      

13 We weight the differences in market share by the three year average pre-merger market share for a given bank 
relative to the total of the pre-merger market shares of the banks. The results are not sensitive to the use of post-
merger market share or the single lead or total market share measure. 
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larger and more significant declines in lead, co-manager, and total market shares over the merger event 

period than the equal weighted results.  To illustrate why subsequent results do not depend on whether the 

single lead or total market share is used as the measure of market share,  we also report in the last two 

columns of Table 4 the level of pre-merger market share based on allocating the entire issue to the book 

manager versus total market share.  One observes a strong consistency in the relative rankings of the two 

measures of market share.  

3.2.2 Industry-wide Comparison to Investment Banks 

Industry consolidation in equity underwriting is another potential explanation for the banks’ 

average decline in market share.  If there is a tendency for issuers to choose an underwriter based on 

reputation and for top ranked underwriters to have consolidated their market power over time, then banks, 

as generally lower ranked underwriters, could lose share to IIBs independent of acquisition activity.  

Therefore in this section we examine how the market share results for banks compare to independent 

investment banks of similar reputation. There are 425 investment banks that remain independent (i.e., free 

of commercial bank affiliation) through 1999.  To be assured that the underwriting activities of the 

independent IBs correspond to the period of heaviest bank underwriting, we restrict the sample of 

independent IBs to those that underwrite two or more offers after December 1996.  These restrictions 

reduce the sample of independent IBs from 425 to 129, but still result in a control sample that handles 

99.3 percent of the equity underwriting conducted by independent IBs over 1997-2002.  From this 

sample, we identify the investment bank(s) with market share averages closest to that of the acquiring 

bank over the three years prior to the announcement date of the merger. Independent IBs are found to 

match all of the bank acquisitions within a ±20 percent range of the bank’s pre-merger market share 

(“matched share IB sample”).14 Once a control IIB is identified, its post-merger market share is computed 

                                                      

14 For example, if the CBIB’s three year average pre-merger share is 1.0 percent, the matched IIBs have market 
shares between 0.8 and 1.2 percent.  If more than one IB matches the CBIB, we compute an average of the IIBs’ 
post-merger market shares.  A total of 101 independent investment banks match within a ±20 percent range of the 
banks’ pre-merger market share.  The results are similar whether we match on the basis of  lead or total market 
share.  
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from the effective date of the merger onward to match the time period of the bank acquisition.  

In Table 5, we report volume weighted differences in the pre- to post-merger market share for the 

banks and their matched share independent investment banks for the previously defined measures of 

market share.  Regardless of the measure used, banks consistently experience a significantly larger 

decline in market share than the matched share IIBs.  For example, banks have an average decline in their 

total share of equity underwriting of -1.18 percent while matched share independent investment banks 

gain 0.01 percent, a difference which is significant at the one percent level.  Consequently, independent 

investments banks of similar pre-merger reputation to banks do not experience declines in market share 

on average.  Hence, the average loss of market share observed for banks is not explained by a general 

erosion of market share to higher reputation banks.  

3.2.3  Analysis of Dollar Amount Underwritten 

Similar to the arguments raised for co-manager, some banks may be less concerned with 

increasing market share and more concerned with developing new sources of income.  Accordingly we 

examine the change in the dollar amount of equity underwritten (for convenience, “amount underwritten”) 

over the merger event period for the banks and their matched share independent investment banks.  Since 

fees are ultimately tied to the dollar amount of capital raised by issuers, this analysis provides an estimate 

of the potential gain or loss in income generated from equity underwriting (not reported).  Based on the 

total share of underwriting, banks experience a significant increase of $375 million on average in the 

amount of underwriting they conduct in the post-merger period.  While, ignoring costs, this represents a 

potential increase in income, it is worth noting that the matched share independent investment banks 

increase their underwriting by $662 million on average.  Further, on a volume weighted basis, banks 

increase their amount of underwriting by an average of $772 million compared to $3,215 million for the 

matched share independent investment banks, a difference which is significant at the one percent level.  

Hence, the potential income banks might realize from equity underwriting increases after the merger but 

not nearly to the same degree as that of independent investments banks. 
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3.3 Aggregate Share of Underwriting by Banks and Investment Banks 

All of the previous results for market share are constructed in “event time” and it is useful to 

gauge how the aggregate share of underwriting handled by commercial and independent investment banks 

changes over time.  If banks as a whole become more effective competitors to investment banks, one 

expects that their proportion of equity underwriting should increase over time.  To account for the 

aggregate effects of consolidation, in Table 6 we hold constant the composition of the bank and 

independent IB samples over time. The CBIB sample includes all offers handled by either an in-house 

bank or an investment bank that is acquired by a bank at any point during 1990-1999 (i.e., Salomon Smith 

Barney is assigned to the CBIB group throughout 1990-2002 even though it was not purchased by 

Citigroup until 1998.)15 Likewise, the sample of independent investment banks includes all offers by 

those 129 banks that remain independent of commercial bank affiliation throughout 1990-1999 and have 

at least two offerings post-1996.16   Prior to the Fed’s relaxation of Section 20 regulation in 1995-1996, 

the banks’ overall share of equity underwriting was 30.5 percent and this decreases to 23.5 percent by 

2001-2002.  Over the same period, IIBs increase their aggregate share of underwriting from 69.5 percent 

to 76.5 percent.  We also separate IPO and SEO underwriting in Table 6.  One observes a sharper decline 

in the banks’ market share of IPOs than SEOs.  In particular, in Panel B the share of IPOs handled by 

banks declines from 31.1 percent in 1995-1996 to 17.0 percent in 2001-2002, a 14.1 percent difference, 

whereas in Panel C the share of SEOs handled by banks declines from 30.1 percent to 26.5 percent, a 3.6 

percent difference.17   Over a good portion of this time period, equity issue volume reached very high 

levels but banks’ underwrite proportionally less of it – especially for IPOs.  If IPOs serve a special role in 

                                                      

 
15 The analysis also allows us to account for the effects of the transitional period.  In the previous analysis we 
eliminate the time between the announcement and closing of the merger (time 0) from the computation of market 
share.  However, competitors are not likely to stand still during the transitional period and by eliminating time 0 we 
could potentially understate the changes in competitive position. The Table 6 analysis includes time 0. 
16 The results are not sensitive to whether the full sample of 425 or subsample of 129 independent investment banks 
with two offers underwritten after 1996 are used.  We use the 129 IIBs in Table 6 to match the sample used in later 
analysis.  
17 If we eliminate the in-house sample and focus only on the acquisition sample, from 1995-1996 to 2001-2002 
CBIBs experience a 15.8 percent decline in IPOs and a 5.6 percent decline in SEOs. 
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forming relationships, the greater loss of IPO share may hinder the banks’ efforts to build reputation over 

time.  We explore this issue further in Section 4. 

3.4 Regression Analysis of Change in Market Share 

Heretofore our analysis of market share has been univariate in nature. To assure that our results 

hold in a multivariate context, in Table 7 we present regressions of the change in market share for the 

pooled sample of CBIBs and matched share independent investment banks. The dependent variable is the  

three year average of post-merger market share minus the three year average of pre-merger market share 

(∆Market Share).  We estimate separate regressions for market share computed on the basis of lead and 

total market share (lead plus co-manager market share). The independent variables include a dummy 

variable equal to 1 if the entity is a CBIB and is zero if it is an IIB.18   The other independent variables: 

fees (gross spread), availability of analyst coverage, relative success as a lead or co-manager, proportion 

of deals that are IPOs versus SEOs, and issue size, attempt to control for other factors that might influence 

an underwriter’s ability to gain or lose market share.19  To be consistent with the dependent variable, the 

independent variables are constructed for each bank or IIB as the value of the respective variable three 

years after the merger minus the value of the variable three years before the merger.  To control for the 

availability of analyst coverage, we include ∆%COVERAGE, which is the percentage of issues with 

analyst coverage relative to all issues underwritten by a bank or IIB in the three years after the merger 

versus three years before the merger. Analyst coverage is based on whether one or more analysts at the 

bank or IIB provide earnings estimates for the issuer to the Institutional Brokerage’s Estimate System 

                                                      

18 The 29 CBIBs match to 101 independent investment banks but the IIBs match one than one CBIB.  Of the101 size 
matched IIBs, 35 match to 1 CBIB merger, 18 match to 2 CBIB mergers, 27 match to 3 CBIB mergers, 13 match to 
4 CBIB mergers, 8 match to 5 CBIB mergers and 1 matches to 6 CBIB mergers for a total of 250 observations of 
size matched IIBs. We are missing data for 3 of the 250 size matched IIBs such that we have 247 size matched IIB 
observations in the regressions.  Because the control sample is sampled with replacement, the residuals of the 
regression may not be independent.  To reduce the repetition of IIBs we estimate the regression using the single 
closest IIB in terms of pre-merger market share and the CBIB dummy remains negative and significant.  If we 
estimate the regression using OLS rather than weighted least squares, the CBIB dummy remains negative and 
significant. 
19 Note that because we are using the sample of matched share IIBs we do not include a variable for  pre-merger 
market share.  If we include pre-merger market share in a regression with the CBIB dummy, the CBIB dummy is 
negative and significant while, as expected, pre-merger market share is insignificant. 
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(IBES) in a 12 month period surrounding the issue date.  Aside from its overall share of underwriting, an 

underwriter’s reputation may be enhanced by factors such as its relative success as a lead manager versus 

a co-manager and its relative success as an underwriter of IPOs versus SEOs.  Therefore we include 

∆%LEAD (or ∆%COMANAGER) which is the percentage of issues that an underwriter serves as a lead 

manager (co-manager) relative to the total number of issues it underwrites, and ∆%IPOs is the percentage 

of a bank or IIB’s total underwriting mandates (i.e., number of SEOs plus IPOs) that are IPOs. The main 

focus on Table 7 is the coefficient of the CBIB dummy.  In each of the specifications, the CBIB dummy 

is negative and significant, suggesting that when all else is held constant, banks experience smaller 

increases in market share than independent IBs.  Based on the coefficient estimates in column (1) the 

average bank experiences a -0.34 percent (0.081 + -0.423) reduction in lead market share.  For total 

market share in column (3), the coefficient estimates of the intercept and CBIB dummy imply an average 

loss of market share of -1.05 percent.  The market share losses estimated from the regression analysis 

compare favorably to those reported earlier in Tables 3 and 5.  The coefficients of ∆%LEAD and 

∆%COMANAGER have the expected signs and show that a higher percentage of deals done as a lead 

manager (co-manager) are associated with larger (smaller) increases in market share.  Greater analyst 

coverage is associated with larger increases in total market share but has no significant effect on lead 

market share.  Overall the results in Table 7 confirm the previous univariate results that banks experience 

a significant loss of market share. 

4. Factors Explaining the Relative Performance of Banks and Investment Banks  

Having documented that banks lose market share on average, in this section we attempt to explore 

the reasons behind this result.  From a broader perspective, this task amounts to determining what factors 

motivate an issuer to choose one underwriter over another. The existing literature suggests issuers could 

choose an underwriter to gain lower fees, better analyst coverage (Krigman, et. al (2001)), or to achieve 

better pricing of the transaction (Dunbar (2000), Hanley (1993), and Beatty and Ritter (1986)).  In section 

4.1 we examine the potential changes in these factors before and after the merger for the sample of winner 
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and loser banks.  In section 4.2 we then consider the role of relationship assets and compare the banks 

more broadly to independent investment banks.   

4.1 Offer Characteristics: Winner versus Losers Banks 

 In Table 8, we focus on the Section 20 bank winners and bank losers to determine in what way, if 

any, the characteristics of the issues they underwrite change following the merger.  Our motivation is to 

identify reasons why some banks gained market share while other banks lost market share after the 

merger. A bank’s classification as a winner or loser is taken from the market share analysis in Table 3.   

4.1.1 Issue Costs 

 One potential explanation for the loss in market share is that banks could charge higher 

underwriting fees after the merger.  Based on the univariate results in Table 8, there is relatively little 

evidence to support this view. For one, the median IPO gross spreads are seven percent for all groups.  

However, the average IPO gross spreads do show a small but significant decline for bank winners but no 

significant change in gross spread for bank losers.  For SEOs, bank losers experience a significant decline 

in average and median gross spread which, all else equal, is inconsistent with the loss of share.  There is 

no significant change in gross spread for bank winners.  Prior studies of issue costs document an inverse 

relationship between gross spread and issue size as a proxy for the quality of an issue and the economies 

of scale in flotation costs (see Booth and Smith (1986), Lee, et. al (1996), and Altinkilic and Hansen 

(2000)). As a result, ceteris paribus, gross spread would be expected to decline if the issue size or the 

quality of an issuer increased.  Following the merger, both bank winners and bank losers experience a 

significant increase in average IPO and SEO issue size (log amount offered).  The median issuer size also 

increases significantly for all categories except for the IPOs floated by bank winners which shows no 

change.   Thus the reductions in gross spread that occur in some instances could be attributable to an 

increase in issue or issuer size.   

 To discern how issue costs vary between the groups on a multivariate basis, in unreported results 

we perform regressions in which gross spread is the dependent variable.  The independent variables are 

the amount offered (or log amount offered), amount offered squared (to account for potential non-
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linearity), firm size, market share, exchange listing, industry dummies, and a dichotomous dummy 

variable equal to 1 for a winner bank-led offer and 0 for a loser bank-led offer. In the gross spread 

regressions, the dummy variable for a winner bank offer is not significant in separate specifications of 

IPO and SEO offers. Roten and Mullineaux (2000b) similarly find that fees do not distinguish equity 

offers made by banks and investment banks. Chen and Ritter (2000) also point out that new entrants to 

investment banking do not appear to compete on the basis of gross spreads.  Consequently, our results do 

not suggest that changes in underwriting fees explain why banks gain or lose market share on average. 

4.1.2  Underpricing and Analyst Coverage 

Prior studies suggest that high levels of IPO underpricing can subsequently damage an investment 

banker’s reputation and result in a loss of market share (Beatty and Ritter (1986), Dunbar (2000)).  

However, the post-1996 time period is also the period in which high underpricing has been alleged to help 

underwriters gain share (Beatty and Welch (1996), Loughran and Ritter (2002)). Given the conflicting 

findings, we simply examine underpricing and the factors known to be related to it.  Both bank winners 

and losers show a significant increase in the underpricing associated with post-merger IPOs.  High-tech 

issuers make up the largest share of IPOs for both winner and loser banks and both groups increase their 

proportion of high-tech IPOs after the merger. The increase in underpricing over this period is consistent 

with the findings of Loughran and Ritter (2002). One differentiator is that the bank winners have a 

significantly greater number of upwardly revised IPOs with larger file price revisions than the bank 

losers.  Loughran and Ritter (2002) suggest that higher than expected proceeds can lead insiders to have a 

more favorable view of the way an IPO was handled, which may result in an issuer being less likely to 

switch underwriters should a follow-on offer arise (see Krigman, et. al (2001)).  

A second factor documented by Krigman, et. al (2001) that affects an issuer’s choice of 

underwriter is the availability of analyst coverage. In principle, the acquisition of an investment bank 

should bring new capabilities to the bank to improve its competitive position in equity underwriting.  

Therefore in Table 8 we report the percentage of SEOs and IPOs in which a bank winner or bank loser 

provides analyst coverage for the issuer before and after the merger.  We find that both the banks gaining 
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and losing share significantly improve their analyst coverage following the acquisition.  Although bank 

winners start with a lower percentage of issues with coverage, following the merger both groups provide 

similar levels of coverage.  For example, after the merger 76 percent of IPOs led by loser banks and 72 

percent of IPOs led by winner banks have analysts covering the issuer within 12 months after the issue.   

For comparison purposes, the incidence of analyst coverage for issuers underwritten by independent IBs 

(not reported) is 60.3 percent after IPOs, 39.9 percent before SEOs, and 52.1 percent after SEOs.  Hence, 

banks appear to have gained more comparable analyst coverage to independent IBs after the merger.  All 

else equal, the improved ability to offer analyst coverage should help banks win and retain clients.  

4.2 Relationship Assets 

Another factor emphasized in the literature as a source of advantage in generating new business 

are firm specific relationship assets that evolve from offering recurring services over time.  Williamson 

(1979) defines firm specific relationships (“durable transactor assets”) as assets necessary for the 

transaction that are not readily marketable or transferable to another party. To examine the durability of 

underwriting relationships, we examine SEOs that follow IPOs originated by our sample of banks and 

independent investment banks.  There are two main questions of interest.  First, in section 4.2.1, is the 

incidence of SEOs following IPOs the same for banks and independent investment banks?  Frequent 

issuers – to the extent their subsequent business can be retained – should help maintain and build market 

share. Second, do banks and independent investment banks have the same ability to retain follow-on 

issues or to win SEO mandates when an issuer switches from its IPO underwriter?  In section 4.2.2 we 

examine an issuer’s decision to retain, hire, promote, demote, or fire the IPO underwriter when a follow-

on SEO occurs. In section 4.2.3, we provide a multivariate analysis of the same issue.     

4.2.1 IPO Origination and Frequency of Follow-On SEOs 

 Over the period 1990-2002, there are a total of 5,226 IPOs that are followed by 2,419 SEOs (one 

or more) over the same period.  For this period, IIBs originate 3,538 IPOs which are followed by 1,101 

SEOs (31.1 percent). By comparison, banks originate 405 IPOs after completion of their acquisitions that 

are followed by 86 SEOs (21.2 percent).  Before the merger, the banks as then investment banks 
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originated 1,218 IPOs of which 496 (40.7 percent) were followed by SEOs. Hence, the incidence of 

follow-on SEOs is lower for banks than IIBs and is lower than what they experienced prior to the merger. 

Even if banks were to retain 100 percent of the follow-on SEOs occurring after IPOs they originate, their 

business would fall relative to the pre-merger period (i.e., (86+496)/(405+1,218) = 35.9 percent versus 

40.7 percent).   We address the issue of retention rates more fully in the next section.   

 

 4.2.2 Syndicate Roles of Banks in Follow-on SEOs 

 Following Krigman, et. al (2001) and James (1992), we examine the retention of an underwriter’s 

services by the firms making a follow-on SEO during our sample period.20  A high priority for banks is to 

retain the business that develops from prior IPO underwritings.  If a bank is unable to retain the follow-on 

SEO, we tabulate the frequency of the other syndicate roles it takes on.  In all we define eight categories 

of syndicate roles between the IPO and follow-on SEO, which are enumerated below.  The bank has a 

prior equity underwriting relationship with the issuer based on some aspect of participation in the IPO in 

the first six categories, and no prior relationship in the final two categories. 

                                                      

 
20 Krigman, et. al (2001) finds that roughly 30 percent of firms switch underwriters between the IPO and SEO – 
roughly in line with the 35 percent rate of switching in our sample. The overall rate of SEO issuers retained in the 
lead position is 64.8 percent (1,101/1,698) over 1990-2002.  This implies that 35.2 percent of issuers switch 
underwriters, a rate that is higher than the 30 percent reported in Krigman, et. al (2001). The rates differ because 
they follow SEOs for only three years following IPOs made in 1993 to 1995.    

 Independent 
Investment Banks 

Banks  
Post-Merger 

Banks 
Pre-Merger 

Total 

Number of IPOs Originated 3,538 405 1,218 5,161 

Number of Follow-On SEOs 1,101 86 496 1,683 

Frequency of Follow-on SEOs 31.1% 21.2% 40.7% 32.6% 
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Classifications of Syndicate Roles at IPO versus Follow-on SEO 

Retained as lead Underwriter is both a lead on the IPO and the follow-on SEO 
Retained as co-manager Underwriter is both a co-manager on the IPO and the follow-on SEO 
Fired as lead Underwriter is lead on IPO, is not involved on the follow-on SEO 
Fired as co-manager Underwriter is co-manager on IPO, is not on the follow-on SEO 
Promoted Underwriter is co-manager on IPO, is lead on the follow-on SEO 

        Prior 
R

elationship  

Demoted Underwriter is lead on IPO, is co-manager on the follow-on SEO 
Hired as lead Underwriter does not participate in IPO, is lead on the follow-on SEO  
Hired as co-manager Underwriter does not participate in IPO, is co-manager on the follow-on SEO 
 

In Table 9, bank losers retain the lead position 52.2 percent  of the time an SEO follows from an 

IPO they originate while they retain the co-manager position 52.6 percent of the time.  Alternatively, if 

viewed from the perspective of prior studies, this means that IPO issuers switch from bank losers in the 

lead position 47.8 percent of the time an SEO follows from an IPO they originate and switch from bank 

losers in the co-manager position 47.4 percent of the time.   The analysis in Table 9 is arranged to 

compare the bank losers to each adjacent column.  By comparison, bank winners retain a significantly 

higher degree of follow-on SEOs with retention rates for the lead position of 68.6 percent and the co-

manager position of 66.1 percent.  The pre-merger category captures the experience of the banks before 

the acquisition takes place.  Operating as independent banks prior to the merger, the banks retained the 

SEO lead position 75.6 percent and the co-manager position 69.0 percent of the time they held the same 

role in the IPO.  Following the merger, bank winners achieve retention rates closer to those they had 

before the merger, while bank losers experience large and significant reductions in their retention rates.  

In the final column, the retention rates for the independent investment banks show retention rates of 62.8 

percent and 57.7 percent for the lead and co-manager positions, respectively.  As a result, bank losers 

retain the lead position (p-value=0.01) and co-manager position (p-value=0.09) to a significantly lesser 

extent than independent IBs.  

In the remaining panels of Table 9, we examine other changes in syndicate roles and their 

implications for the competitive position of banks.  In discussing possible reasons for limiting the number 

of co-managers, Corwin and Shultz (2004) suggest that granting a rival investment bank co-manager 
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status on an IPO may open the door to later competition to lead the SEO underwriting. The “Promoted” 

category examines this contention and the frequency with which a co-manager on the IPO becomes the 

lead on the follow-on SEO.  Bank winners (1.6 percent) and losers (3.6 percent) are promoted 

significantly less often after the merger than before (9.2 percent) and significantly less frequently than 

independent IBs (7.6 percent).  Therefore banks show less ability than independent IBs to move up from 

the co-manager to the lead position when an opening is created by issuers switching from their lead IPO 

underwriter. 

The “Fired” categories look at the more extreme circumstance when a bank played the lead or co-

manager role in the IPO but plays no role in underwriting the SEO. In each of the categories banks have a 

prior equity underwriting relationship with the issuer at the time of the IPO but forfeits it at the SEO.  The 

banks losing share experience the highest rates of termination in the “Fired as lead” and “Fired as co-

manager” categories.  Further, the banks losing share are fired from the lead position more than twice as 

often after the merger (32.7 percent) than they were before the merger (13.8 percent).  In this 

circumstance it is informative to learn which entities benefit from the bank firings.  Of the deals in which 

bank losers are fired as lead from the IPO, 73.9 percent of the time an independent investment bank is 

hired to replace them as lead on the SEO and 26.1 percent of the time another bank is hired as the SEO 

lead. Thus, when a bank loses business from an issuer it has previously served as an underwriter, the vast 

majority of the lost business goes to independent IBs.  In this instance we find that not only are banks 

losing share, but when they lose the lead mandate, they lose it to independent investment banks rather 

than losing it to a bank winner.  

While the previous analysis examines the circumstances where a bank has some prior relationship 

with the issuer, there is also a question of how successful banks are in gaining business when they do not 

have a prior relationship with the issuer.  The “Hired as lead” and “Hired as co-manager” categories test 

the ability of the banks to capture follow-on SEOs when an issuer switches from its IPO underwriter but 

the bank does not participate in the IPO syndicate – either as a lead or co-manager.  The post-merger “hire 

rates” of bank losers and winners are substantially lower relative to their hire rates in the pre-merger 
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period – particularly for the lead position.  Specifically, bank losers are hired as lead 8.5 percent of the 

time relative to their pre-merger hire rates of 22.1 percent while bank winners are hired as lead 5.6 

percent of the time. However, the hire rates for both groups pale in comparison to independent IBs. Sixty 

one percent of the time that an issuer chooses to hire a lead underwriter that was not involved in its IPO, 

the SEO mandate goes to an independent IB rather than a bank.  Hence, banks are far less effective than 

independent IBs in winning new mandates that arise from an issuer switching from its IPO underwriter 

when they have no prior underwriting relationship with the issuer.   

In Section 3 we found that banks failed on average to keep the level of market share they acquired 

through the merger.  The results in Table 9 provide at least a partial explanation for why this occurs.  

Relative to the independent IBs, bank losers have well above average retention rates before the merger 

and these rates fall considerably after the merger.  Had bank losers kept the same retention rates they had 

before the merger, they would have been lead on 37 (75.6% × 159 – 83) additional SEOs and co-manager 

on 56 (69.0% × 344 – 181) additional SEOs.   In each of these instances, the banks had a prior equity 

underwriting relationship with the issuer so that the loss of these 93 subsequent underwriting mandates 

clearly detracts from their ability to maintain market share.   Further the inability to keep existing clients 

is not offset by a strong ability to gain new clients when opportunities arise.  Relative to independent IBs, 

bank losers are hired as leads and co-managers significantly less often when a client chooses to switch 

from its IPO underwriter and the bank did not participate in the IPO.   For the bank winners, in Table 3 

we observe that they achieved a small average gain in market share (0.19 percent).  Their ability to gain 

market share is aided by their retention of nearer the same rate of follow-on SEOs after the merger.  

Based on the evidence in Table 9, there is little evidence that the bank winners are able to capture 

additional business when issuers switch underwriters as they have the lowest hire rates of all categories.  

4.2.3 Multivariate Analysis of Follow-On SEOs 

To gauge the robustness of the previous results, we perform a logistic regression analysis in Table 

10 that holds constant some of the other factors thought to influence retention rates (or conversely, the 
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rate of switching). The logit includes 1,697 SEOs that follow 1,697 in-sample IPOs underwritten by the 

banks and 129 independent investment banks.  The dependent variables are constructed to test several of 

the categories shown in Table 9.  For example, in the first specification, the dependent variable is 1 if the 

same underwriter is retained by the issuer as a lead underwriter for the IPO and SEO and is 0 if a lead 

underwriter on the IPO is “fired” on the subsequent SEO (an underwriter was a lead on the IPO but was 

not a lead or co-manager on the SEO). In the second specification, the 0 categorization of the dependent 

variable is broadened to also include the possibility that the underwriter might have been demoted to a co-

manager position after being lead on the IPO (“fired” or “demoted”).  The third specification examines 

the retention of the co-manager position on the IPO and subsequent SEO versus having no role in the 

SEO after having served as a co-manager on the IPO (fired).  To distinguish the performance of the bank 

winners and losers from the independent IBs, two dummy variables are included.  Bank Loser is 1 if the 

SEO is underwritten by a bank that loses or maintains share based on the market share results in Table 3 

and is 0 otherwise.  Analogously, Bank Winner is 1 if the SEO is underwritten by a bank gaining share 

and is 0 otherwise.  The other independent variables are drawn primarily from Krigman, et al. (2001).  We 

include variables to control for reputation (the change in the underwriter’s total market share between the 

time of the SEO and IPO, and the level of the underwriter’s total market share at the time of the SEO), the 

availability of research coverage (the extent of analyst coverage after the IPO or before the SEO),21 fees 

(the percentage gross spread on the IPO), and the execution of the IPO (percentage of underpricing, 

expected proceeds, and unexpected proceeds as measured by percentage revision in the file price range).22  

The latter two variables allow us to consider Loughran and Ritter’s (2002) contention that higher than 

expected proceeds increases the probability of retaining the same underwriter.  Following James (1992), 

we include the number of days between the IPO and SEO, reasoning that the closer the proximity of the 

                                                      

21 Because less than 50 percent of the underwriters provide analyst coverage for a given issuer following the IPO 
and within 12 months before the SEO announcement date, we include separate dummies for each type of coverage.   
22 We also use the dollar amount of unexpected proceeds in the logistic regression but the results are similar.  In the 
specifications reported in Table 9 we do not include underpricing and file price range revisions together in the same 
specification due to the collinearity between the variables.   
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two offers the more likely issuers are to retain the same underwriter.   Additionally, since Corwin and 

Schultz (2004) argue that having more co-managers on the IPO can create greater competition for the 

SEO underwriting, we also include the number of co-managers on the IPO.  If their assertion is correct, 

we expect a larger number of IPO co-managers to reduce the probability of retaining the follow-on SEO.  

The coefficient estimates measure the pseudo-probability that a given variable increases or decreases the 

likelihood of retaining (versus firing) an underwriter.   

Focusing on the first two specifications examining the retention of the lead position, when all else 

is held constant, the sign of the bank loser dummy is negative and significant and the sign of the bank 

winner dummy is positive and significant. These results are consistent with the univariate results in Table 

9.  In unreported results, we estimate a number of different logit specifications and the sign of the bank 

loser dummy is consistently negative and significant and the sign of the bank winner dummy is 

consistently positive and significant in all of the specifications. Both reported specifications have high 

pseudo-R squares and the other variables generally have signs consistent with those reported in prior 

studies.   

The probability of retaining the lead position increases significantly for higher reputation SEO 

underwriters, larger IPO file price revisions, and the availability of analyst coverage prior to the SEO.  

The probability of retaining the lead position on the follow-on SEO is significantly reduced by a greater 

length of time between the IPO and SEO and, consistent with Corwin and Schultz (2004), more co-

managers on the IPO.  In contrast to Krigman, et al. (2001), we find that higher IPO fees significantly 

reduce the probability of retaining the lead position on the follow-on SEO whereas they find it has no 

effect.  We also find no significance for the change in market share of the underwriter between the IPO 

and SEO whether that variable is included alone or together with the average pre-issue market share of 

the SEO underwriter.  This difference could be potentially due the greater length of time between the 

IPOs and follow-on SEOs in our study than theirs (three years).  

Prior studies have not examined the probability of retaining the co-manager position and it is not 

clear that the same factors drive the selection of co-managers and lead managers.  Although we use the 
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same specification, anecdotal evidence suggests that co-managers are selected more frequently for their 

ability to add analyst coverage and with less emphasis on reputation than the lead position. Consistent 

with this, the regression analysis in Table 7 showed that larger increases in total market share were 

associated with greater analyst coverage while analyst coverage had no significant effect on the change in 

lead market share. In the third column, the coefficient of the bank loser dummy is negative and 

significant.  This indicates that bank losers have a significantly lower probability than independent IBs of 

retaining the co-manager role on the SEO if they held the same position on the IPO.  The coefficient of 

the bank winner dummy is insignificant indicating they have a similar probability to independent IBs of 

retaining the co-manager position.  In this specification, the sign of the change in market share is positive 

and significant suggesting that co-managers are more likely to be retained if their total share of 

underwriting has increased since the IPO.  The sign on SEO Market Share is significantly negative which 

suggests that the retained co-managers have lower market shares on average than the fired co-managers 

but it seems unlikely that this is the reason they were retained.   More likely, and in contrast to the 

specifications for lead, both the IPO and SEO coverage variables have positive signs and are highly 

significant.  This is consistent with the view that co-managers are added to the syndicate because of the 

analyst coverage they bring. 

 Finally, in unreported results we also examine the probability of being hired as the lead 

underwriter on the SEO when the underwriter had no involvement as lead or co-manager on the IPO 

versus the probability of being fired as the lead underwriter from the IPO to the SEO.  In this 

circumstance where an underwriter has no prior equity underwriting relationship with the issuer, the 

coefficient of the bank loser dummy is consistently negative and significant.  These results are also 

supportive of the univariate results in Table 9, and suggest that relative to independent IBs bank losers are 

less successful in gaining new SEO mandates when they have not previously done underwriting for the 

issuer.  
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5. Conclusions   

Our findings suggest that commercial banks’ entry into equity underwriting has produced mixed 

results.  On the one hand, banks enter investment banking in 1990 with virtually no share in equity 

underwriting and by 2002 handle a significant share of equity underwriting.  On the other hand, we find 

little evidence that banks advance their position in equity underwriting on average beyond the share 

obtained through acquisition.  On the contrary, the average market share for banks following mergers 

with investment banks decreases by a statistically significant amount.  By comparison, independent 

investment banks with equivalent market share to the banks maintain their share in equity underwriting 

over the same time period.  We examine a number of sensitivities – several different measures of market 

share, performance based on the dollar amount of equity underwritten, and the aggregate changes in 

market share over this period.  While all of the results confirm disappointing post-merger performance on 

average for the banks, two findings recur and drive most of the results.  First, the banks acquiring the 

investment banks with the highest pre-merger market shares of underwriting – in principle the most able 

competitors – experience the weakest post-merger performance.  Second, every analysis shows large and 

significant losses of market share for the banks as lead underwriters.  If one believes reputation in equity 

underwriting is predicated on winning the mandate as opposed to finishing second, the loss of lead share 

is a significant blow to banks.  

Based on the existing literature, the hypothesized advantages that banks might have as equity 

underwriters stem from early access and prior lending relationships with the issuer.  While we do not have 

access to loan data, we do not believe that controlling for prior lending relationships is likely to change 

our results for several reasons.   First, a prior loan with an issuer should confer advantages to banks that 

help them gain market share as underwriters.  Consistent with this, Barath, Dahiya, Saunders and 

Srinivasan (2004) find that a prior lending relationship significantly increases the probability of being 

chosen as the lead IPO underwriter and has a positive but insignificant effect on the probability of being 

chosen as the lead SEO underwriter.  However, we find only 34 percent of all banks and 27 percent of the 

banks with greater than a 0.50 percent share of underwriting gain market share following the merger.  
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Second, Narayanan, Rangan, and Rangan (2001) argue that banks may focus their efforts as equity 

underwriters on being co-managers rather than lead managers to avoid potential conflicts of interest 

created by existing lending relationships. If this were the case, we should expect to see an increase in 

banks’ co-manager market share after the merger.  Instead we find on an equal weighted basis banks lose 

on average -0.07 percent of co-manager market share and -0.70 percent on a volume weighted basis after 

the merger.  Third, banks experience the greatest loss of market share in IPO underwriting.  Narayanan, 

Rangan, and Rangan (2001) and Schenone (2003) report relatively low incidences of bank loans prior to 

IPOs as most IPO issuers generally do not possess the type of characteristics that facilitate public debt 

issuance or syndicated loans.  For loans prior to SEOs, Drucker and Puri (2004) also report a low 

incidence of loans in that less than 10 percent of the SEOs in their sample involve concurrent lending.  

Moreover, commercial banks and investment banks have a similar incidence of loans around SEOs.  

Thus, one can argue based on the low incidence of loans that loan making cannot be the predominant 

explanation for most firms’ choice of equity underwriter and that, loan making in and of itself, no longer 

confers significant competitive advantages to commercial banks.   

Having documented a significant loss on average in the banks’ post-merger market share of 

equity underwriting, we examine several potential reasons for this result.   Our analysis focuses on the 

banks’ ability to compete with independent investment banks in underwriting IPOs and to maintain the 

follow-on SEOs that ensue from this activity.  First, with respect to the ability to underwrite IPOs, over 

the period 1996-2002, we find that the banks’ share of IPO underwriting declines from 31.0 percent to 

17.0 percent, indicating a sizable fall off in their origination of IPOs relative to independent investment 

banks. Second, bank-originated IPOs are less frequently observed to make follow-on offers than the IPOs 

originated by independent investment banks, implying there is less recurring business for them to retain.  

Third, a direct test of the role of prior underwriting relationships is provided by our analysis of the 

syndicate roles that underwriters assume for IPOs and follow-on SEOs.  Following mergers with 

investment banks, the banks losing share retain substantially fewer of the follow-on offers made by their 

IPO issuers relative to their pre-merger experience and to independent investment banks.  Further, both 
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bank winners and losers win fewer of the follow-on SEO mandates that result from issuers switching 

from their IPO underwriters, suggesting that banks find it harder to gain new underwriting clients when 

the opportunity arises.  While none of our findings precludes banks from improving on these dimensions 

in the future, they underscore the challenges banks face in attempting to gain share in equity underwriting 

from independent investment banks.   
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Table 1 
 

Bank Entry into Equity Underwriting via Section 20 
 
Entry dates (Tier II approval dates) permitting banks to underwrite equity securities are obtained from the Federal 
Reserve Bulletin.  Date of the first equity issue is from Securities Data Corporation.  Section 20 subsidiary names 
are collected from the Federal Reserve Bulletin, LEXIS-NEXIS and SDC.   
 

Section 20 Parent Name Section 20 Subsidiary Name Entry 
Date 

First Equity 
Offer 

Banks developing underwriting capability internally (“in-house” subsidiaries) 

JP Morgan & Co Inc JP Morgan Securities & Co.  1989 6/92 
Bank of Nova Scotia ScotiaMcLeod USA 1990 12/91 
Royal Bank of Canada RBC Dominion Securities 1990 8/97 
Barclays Bank PLC Barclay Investments; BZW/Barclays PLC 1990 6/92 
State Street Corp State Street Capital Markets 1996 6/96 

Banks developing underwriting capability via acquisition 

Bankers Trust BT Securities; Alex Brown 1989 10/93 
Citigroup Citicorp; Salomon Smith Barney/Shearson 

Lehman Hutton/Robinson Humphrey 
1989 5/98 

Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce 

CIBC Wood Gundy; Oppenheimer; CIBC 
World Markets 

1990 3/96 

Bank of Montreal Nesbitt Burns Corp; Harris Nesbitt 
Thompson 

1990 11/95 

Deutsche Bank AG   Deutsche Bank AG; CJ Lawrence; Morgan 
Grenfell, BT Alex Brown 

1992 1/94 

NationsBank  Nations Bank Capital Markets; 
Montgomery Securities 

1993 7/97 

ABN AMRO Bank ABN AMRO Inc.; ABN AMRO; Chicago 
Corp; ABN Rothschild 

1993 11/95 

Chase Manhattan Chase Securities*; Hambrecht and Quist; 
Chase H&Q 

1994 10/99 

Swiss Bank Corp  SBCI, SBC Warburg; SBC Warburg Dillon 
Read 

1994 6/95 

BankAmerica Corp  BA Securities; Robertson Stephens; 
Nationsbank 

1994 7/97 

First Union Corp First Union Capital Markets; Wheat First 
Union; Everen Securities 

1995 3/98 

Banco Santander Central 
Hispano 

Santander Securities PR; Peregrine 
Securities* 

1995 11/98 

Dresdner Bank AG  Dresdner Kleinwort Benson; KB NA, KB 
USA 

 
1996 

 
5/96 

National Westminster Bank  Nat West Securities; Greenwich Capital* 1996  
Fleet Boston Corp  Banc Boston Robertson Stephens; Fleet 

Boston Robertson Stephens; Fleet 
Securities 

1996 12/98 

 
 

*No issue data are given for subsidiary by SDC. 
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Table 1 (continued) 
 

Bank Entry into Equity Underwriting via Section 20 
 
Entry dates (Tier II approval dates) permitting banks to underwrite equity securities are obtained from the Federal 
Reserve Bulletin.  Date of the first equity issue is from Securities Data Corporation.  Section 20 subsidiary names 
are collected from the Federal Reserve Bulletin, LEXIS-NEXIS and SDC.   
 

Section 20 Parent Name Section 20 Subsidiary Name Entry 
Date 

First Equity 
Offer  

    
BB&T Corp. Craigie; Scott & Stringfellow 1997 5/99 
KeyCorp KeyCorp Capital Markets; McDonald 

Investments; Trident Securities 
1997 7/98 

SunTrust Banks SunTrust Securities; SunTrust Equitable 
Securities 

1997 2/98 

US Bancorp US Bancorp Investments;* US Bancorp 
Piper Jaffray  

1998 5/98 

Fifth Third Bancorp Fifth Third; The Ohio Co. 1998 12/98 
Union Bank of Switzerland UBS Securities; SBC Warburg Dillon Read; 

UBS Warburg 
1998 6/95 

PNC Bank Corp PNC Capital Markets; J. J. B. Hilliard; 
W. L. Lyons  

1998 2/99 

Societe Generale Societe General Security Corp.; SG Cowen 
Securities  

1998 4/98 

Wachovia Bank Wachovia Capital Markets; Interstate 
Johnson Lane 

1998 3/99 

First Security Corp First Security Inv. Services; Van Kasper; 
Redwood Securities* 

1999 2/99 

 
*No issue data are given for subsidiary on SDC. 
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Table 2 
 

Equity Offerings led by Section 20 Bank Underwriters 1990-2002  
 

The number of equity offerings and amount offered (in $ millions) for Section 20 (S20) Banks established during 
1990-1999. The percent of all offers is S20 issue volume in a given year divided by the sum of S20 and investment 
bank (IB) issue volume for that year.  
 

 All S20 Offerings S20 Initial Public Offerings S20 Seasoned Equity Offerings 
Year No.  Amount Percent No.  Amount Percent No.  Amount Percent 

 Offers Offered of All Offers Offered of All Offers Offered of All 
  ($millions) Offers  ($millions) Offers  ($millions) Offers 

1990 0 $0.0 0.0% 0 $0.0 0.0% 0 $0.0 0.0% 

1991 1 15.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 1 15.0 0.1 

1992 2 128.0 0.2 1 125.4 0.5 1 2.6 0.0 

1993 17 1,545.9 2.0 10 1,081.0 3.2 7 464.9 1.1 

1994 20 3,473.0 6.9 8 300.4 1.3 12 3,172.6 11.6 

1995 31 2,076.5 2.7 11 718.5 2.5 20 1,358.0 2.9 

1996 60 3,452.7 3.2 40 2,242.0 4.6 20 1,210.7 2.1 

1997 156 12,732.8 12.7 67 5,350.9 13.9 89 7,381.9 11.9 

1998 187 21,602.6 21.7 75 6,111.2 17.3 112 15,491.4 24.1 

1999 270 39,704.5 23.3 136 11,927.5 17.3 134 27,777.0 27.4 

2000 283 41,046.0 22.0 149 12,789.2 17.0 134 28,256.8 25.3 

2001 119 19,525.5 19.5 21 2,778.1 8.6 98 16,747.4 24.6 

2002 117 23,708.3 28.1 19 6,829.9 28.2 98 16,878.4 28.2 

S20s 1,263 $169,010.8 14.4% 537 $50,254.1 11.1% 726 $118,756.7 16.5% 

All Offers 
(S20 + IB) 11,844 $1,171,597.9 100% 5,865 $453,108.9 100% 5,979 $718,489.0 100% 
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Table 3 
 

Market Share of Equity Underwriting by Section 20 Banks established during 1990-1999 
 
Averages of annual market shares for three years before and up to three years following the acquisition of an 
investment bank or the change in revenue cap date (December 1996) if no acquisitions occurred (in house 
subsidiaries).  Market share allocates the entire issue to the book manager. Equity issue data extends through 
December 31, 2002.   

Banks acquiring investment banks 
[S20 parent/name of acquired bank] 

Pre- 
Merger 
Share 

Post- 
Merger 
Share 

Difference 
Post – Pre 

Merger Share 
Panel A:  Acquisitions Only  

Banks gaining share   
Bankers Trust/Alex Brown  4.23 4.28 0.05 
Fleet Boston Corp/Robertson Stephens  1.88 2.32 0.44 
Chase Manhattan/Hambrecht & Quist  1.39 1.81 0.42 
Canadian Imp. Bank /Oppenheimer  0.74 1.02 0.28 
Bank of Montreal/Nesbitt Burns (NB)  0.00 0.25 0.25 
Banco Santander/Peregrine  0.00 0.15 0.15 
ABN AMRO Bank/Chicago Corp.  0.21 0.27 0.06 
KeyCorp/McDonald  0.08 0.11 0.03 
Dresdner Bank AG/Kleinwort Benson  0.00 0.01 0.01 

 Average of Winners (N=9, 31.0%) 0.95 1.14 0.19 
 Median of Winners 0.21 0.27 0.15 
Banks losing or maintaining share  

Deutsche Bank/Bankers Trust  5.99 1.93 -4.07 
Citigroup/Salomon Brothers  9.76 6.70 -3.06 
BankAmerica Corp/Nations Bank  3.85 2.09 -1.77 
NationsBank/Montgomery  3.64 2.45 -1.19 
Union Bank of Switzerld/Swiss Bank  1.47 0.44 -1.04 
Swiss Bank/Warburg   1.00 0.17 -0.84 
Societe Generale/SG Cowen  0.90 0.32 -0.58 
BankAmerica Corp/Robertson Stephens  2.20 1.75 -0.45 
National West. Bank/Greenwich  0.49 0.05 -0.43 
First Union Corp/Wheat First/Everen  0.27 0.05 -0.22 
SunTrust Banks/Equitable  0.21 0.02 -0.19 
First Union Corp/Wheat First  0.27 0.11 -0.17 
US Bancorp/Piper Jaffray  0.42 0.24 -0.17 
KeyCorp/McDonald/Trident  0.13 0.04 -0.08 
First Security Corp/Van Kasper  0.06 0.02 -0.04 
Wachovia Bank/Interstate Johnson  0.03 0.00 -0.02 
BB&T Corp/Scott & Stringfellow  0.02 0.01 -0.01 
Fifth Third Bancorp/Ohio Co.  0.01 0.00 -0.00 
Bank of Montreal/NB/Harris  0.00 0.00 0.00 
PNC Bank Corp/Hilliard  0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Average of Losers (N=20, 69.0%) 1.54 0.82 -0.72 
 Median of Losers 0.35 0.08 -0.21 

Average of Acquisitions (N=29) 1.35 0.92 -0.44** 
Median of Acquisitions 0.27 0.17 -0.04** 
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Table 3 (continued) 

 
Market Share of Equity Underwriting by Section 20 Banks established during 1990-1999 

 
Averages of annual market shares for three years before and up to three years following the effective date of a bank 
acquisition of an investment bank or the change in revenue cap date (December 1996) if no acquisitions occurred (in 
house subsidiaries).  Market share allocates the entire issue to the book manager. Equity issue data extends through 
December 31, 2002.    
 
 Pre- 

Entry 
Share 

Post- 
Entry 
Share 

Difference 
Post – pre 

 
Panel B: In-House Only  

 
Banks gaining share (N=2, 40%)  

JP Morgan & Co Inc 1.22 5.02 3.80 
Royal Bank of Canada 0.00 0.02 0.02 

 
Banks losing or maintaining share (N=3, 60%)  

Bank of Nova Scotia 0.01 0.00 -0.01 
State Street Corp 0.01 0.00 -0.01 
Barclays Bank PLC 0.02 0.00 -0.02 

 Average of In-House (N=5) 0.25 1.01 0.76 
 Median of In-House 0.01 0.00 -0.01 

 
Panel C: Acquisitions and In-House 

 

 Average of Acquisitions and In-House (N=34) 1.19 0.93
 

-0.26 
 Median of Acquisitions and In-House 0.24 0.13** -0.02* 
 
 
***, **, * denotes significance at the one, five or ten percent level, respectively. 
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Table 4 
Change in Market Share from Post- to Pre-Merger Period 

 for Lead, Co-manager, and Total Market Share  
 
Market Share allocates the entire issue to the Book Manager (“single lead”) or uses Security Data Corporation  
syndicate allocations for Lead, Co-manager, and Total Share (sum of Lead plus Co-manager share).  Banks are 
ranked by their pre-merger total market share.  Volume weighted averages are reported where the weight is the 
average volume underwritten by the bank three years prior to the merger relative to the total volume underwritten by 
banks in those years.   ***, **, * denotes significance at the one, five or ten percent level, respectively. 

 
Change in Market Share from Post- to 

Pre-Merger Period  (%)    
Pre-Merger Market Share 

(%) 
 Lead  Co-manager Total  Total Share Single Lead 
Citigroup/Salomon Brothers  -0.37 -2.60 -2.97 10.36 9.76 
Deutsche Bank/Bankers Trust  -1.35 -0.81 -2.16 4.69 5.99 
Bankers Trust/Alex Brown  -0.72 -0.54 -1.26 3.87 4.23 
BankAmerica Corp/Nations Bank  -0.63 -0.21 -0.83 3.82 3.85 
NationsBank/Montgomery  -0.92 0.56 -0.36 3.43 3.64 
Union Bank of Switzerland/Swiss Bank  -0.11 -0.26 -0.38 2.08 1.47 
BankAmerica Corp/Robertson Stephens  -0.32 0.21 -0.11 1.96 2.20 
Fleet Boston Corp/Robertson Stephens  0.11 0.96 1.08 1.67 1.88 
Chase Manhattan/Hambrecht & Quist  0.15 1.18 1.33 1.67 1.39 
Societe Generale/SG Cowen  -0.17 -0.40 -0.57 1.42 0.90 
Canadian Imp. Bank /Oppenheimer  0.16 0.10 0.26 1.08 0.74 
Swiss Bank/Warburg   -0.36 -0.04 -0.39 0.94 1.00 
US Bancorp/Piper Jaffray  -0.10 0.39 0.30 0.70 0.42 
First Union Corp/Wheat First/Everen  -0.12 -0.24 -0.36 0.69 0.27 
National West. Bank/Greenwich  -0.22 -0.26 -0.48 0.54 0.49 
First Union Corp/Wheat First  -0.11 0.09 -0.02 0.43 0.27 
KeyCorp/McDonald  0.01 -0.13 -0.13 0.30 0.13 
KeyCorp/McDonald/Trident  -0.02 -0.09 -0.11 0.28 0.08 
SunTrust Banks/Equitable  -0.10 -0.10 -0.20 0.26 0.21 
ABN AMRO Bank/Chicago Corp.  0.10 0.13 0.23 0.22 0.21 
Dresdner Bank AG/Kleinwort Benson  0.10 -0.07 0.03 0.17 0.00 
Banco Santander/Peregrine  0.14 -0.14 0.01 0.15 0.00 
Wachovia Bank/Interstate Johnson  -0.01 0.15 0.14 0.09 0.03 
First Security Corp/Van Kasper  -0.04 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.06 
BB&T Corp/Scott & Stringfellow  -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.06 0.02 
Fifth Third Bancorp/Ohio Co.  0.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 0.01 
PNC Bank Corp/Hilliard  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 
Bank of Montreal/NB/Harris  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bank of Montreal/Nesbitt Burns (NB)  0.10 0.07 0.17 0.00 0.00 
Average  -0.17** -0.07 -0.24 1.41 1.35 
Median -0.04** -0.02 -0.02* 0.54 0.27 
Volume Weighted Average -0.48*** -0.70*** -1.18***   
Volume Weighted Median -0.37*** -0.26*** -0.83***   
% Losing or Maintaining Share 72.41*** 55.57 65.52*   
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Table 5 
 

Market Share Changes for Banks and Control Sample of Investment Banks 
 

The Investment Bank Control Sample are the independent investment bank(s) matching within ±20 percent of the 
bank’s average three year pre-merger market share.  Volume weighted averages and medians of the post-merger 
market share minus the pre-merger market share are reported where the weight is the average three year pre-merger 
market share for each bank or IIB relative to the total market share in those years.   Asterisks denote significance 
levels of t-tests of the differences in the averages of the market share differences between the banks and IIBs. 

 

Volume Weighted Differences  
 

Change in Market Share: 
 Post -Merger Market Share – Pre-Merger Market Share 

 

 
Banks IIB Control Sample T-Test of Differences 

in Averages 
Entire Share to Book Manager    
Average -1.73 0.74 -2.71*** 
Median  -1.19 0.48  
    
Total Share (Lead + Co-manager Share)    
Average -1.18 0.01 -4.38*** 
Median  -0.83 -0.17  
    
Lead Share (Split among joint Book Managers)    
Average -0.48 0.02 -3.32*** 
Median  -0.37 -0.08  
    
Co-manager Share    
Average -0.70 -0.02 -3.01*** 
Median  -0.26 -0.01  
 
 
***, **, * denotes significance at the one, five or ten percent level, respectively. 
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Table 6 

Aggregate Market Share of Section 20 Banks and  
Independent Investment Banks over 1990-2002  

 
The number of equity offerings and amount offered (in $ millions) are reported for the full sample, Section 20 
subsidiaries, and 129 independent investment banks that make two or more offers after 1996. The sample of Section 20 
banks includes all offers by investment banks that were acquired by commercial banks during 1990-1999 (combined for 
all years) and the in-house Section 20 subsidiaries, and the sample of independent investment banks (IIBs) includes all 
offers through December 2002 by investment banks that remained independent of commercial bank affiliation 
throughout 1990-1999.  
 

Full Sample  Banks Independent IBs 

Year No. 
 offers 

Amount  
 Offered 

($ millions) 

No. 
offers 

Amount 
Offered 

($ millions) 

% of Total 
Amount 

No. 
offers 

Amount  
Offered 

($ millions) 

% of Total 
Amount 

All Offerings 
1990-92 1,891 117,167 549 25,382 21.7 1,342 91,785 78.3 
1993-94 1,962 122,958 635 34715 28.2 1,327 88,243 71.8 
1995-96 2,470 181,747 946 55,483 30.5 1,524 126,264 69.5 

1997-98 1,934 199,271 642 55,660 27.9 1,292 143,610 72.1 

1999-00 1,846 355,502 586 83421 23.5 1,260 272,081 76.5 
2001-02 809 183,703 236 43234 23.5 573 140,469 76.5 

Total 10,912  1,160,348    3,594 297,895 25.7 7,318 862,452 74.3 
Initial Public Offerings 

1990-92 872 42,827 251 9,000 21.0 621 33,828 79.0 
1993-94 985 53,969 326 14,009 26.0 659 39,960 74.0 
1995-96 1,284 76,719 481 23,840 31.1 803 52,879 68.9 
1997-98 931 73,431 283 18,435 25.1 648 54,996 74.9 
1999-00 983 143,777 307 25,992 18.1 676 117,784 81.9 
2001-02 171 56,595 40  9,608 17.0 131 46,987 83.0 

Total 5,226 447,318 1,688 100,884 22.6 3,538 346,434 77.5 

Seasoned Equity Offerings 
1990-92 1,019 74,340 298 16,383 22.0 721 57,957 78.0 
1993-94 977 68,989 309 20,705 30.0 668 48,283 70.0 
1995-96 1,186 105,028 465 31,643 30.1 721 73,385 69.9 

1997-98 1,003 125,839 359 37,225 29.6 644 88,614 70.4 

1999-00 863 211,726 279 57,429 27.1 584 154,297 72.9 
2001-02 638 127,108 196 33,626 26.5 442 93,482 73.6 

Total 5,686 713,030 1,906 197,011 27.6 3,780 516,018 72.4 
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Table 7 
Regression Analysis of the Change in Market Share 

 
Pooled regressions of the 29 CBIBs and matched share independent investment banks.  The dependent variable, 
∆Market Share, is the average lead (or total) market share in the three years after the merger minus the average lead 
(or total) market share in the three years before the merger.  The independent variables include a dummy variable 
equal to 1 for a CBIB and is equal to 0 for an independent investment bank.  The other independent variables are 
computed for each bank or IIB as the difference between the three year post-merger values of the respective 
variables minus the three year pre-merger values. For example, ∆ISSUE SIZE is the average gross proceeds of issues 
underwritten by each bank or IIB in the three years after the merger minus the average gross proceeds of issues 
underwritten by each bank or IIB in the three years before the merger; ∆%LEAD is the percentage of issues that a 
bank or IIB is lead manager relative to its total underwriting mandates (lead plus co-manager); ∆%COMANAGER is 
the percentage of issues that a bank or IIB co-manages an issue relative to its total underwriting mandates (lead plus 
co-manager); ∆%COVERAGE is the percentage of issues that are followed by an analyst, where coverage is defined 
as an analyst reporting earnings estimates to IBES for the issuer within a 12 month period surrounding the issue; 
∆%IPO is the percentage of a bank’s or IIB’s issues that are IPOs relative to its total IPO and SEO issues after the 
merger minus the ∆%IPO before the merger; and ∆IPO_FEES (∆SEO_FEES) are, respectively, the average gross 
spreads associated with issues underwritten by each bank or IIB.  To control for heteroskedasticity the regressions 
are estimated using weighted least squares.  P-values are given in parentheses below the coefficient estimates.   
 

 1 
∆Market Share 

(Lead) 

2 
∆Market Share 

(Lead) 

3 
∆Market Share 

(Total) 

4 
∆Market Share 
 (Total) 

Intercept 0.080 
(1.02) 

0.086 
(1.09) 

0.269** 

(2.23) 
0.241* 

(1.95) 

CBIB Dummy -0.423*** 

(-4.24) 
-0.463*** 

(-4.59) 
-1.321*** 
(-8.74) 

-1.337*** 

(-8.48) 

∆%LEAD 0.376*** 

(2.62) 

 1.137*** 

(5.24) 

 

∆%COMANAGER  -0.472*** 

(-3.33) 

 -0.798*** 

(-3.59) 

∆%IPO 0.774 
(1.57) 

1.104** 
(2.21) 

0.528 

(0.71) 
1.066 
(1.36) 

∆%COVERAGE -0.273* 

(-1.71) 
-0.239 
(-1.50) 

0.840*** 
(3.47) 

0.821*** 

(3.29) 

∆ IPO_FEES -0.114 
(-1.58) 

-0.121* 

(-1.69) 
-0.064 
(-0.58) 

-0.053 
(-0.47) 

∆ SEO_FEES -0.043 
(-1.04) 

0.002 
(0.05) 

0.024 
(0.38) 

0.128** 

(2.02) 

∆ISSUE SIZE -0.002*** 
(-3.48) 

-0.001** 

(-2.08) 
-0.006*** 
(-7.58) 

-0.004*** 

(-5.15) 
 

N (0/1) 247/29 247/29 247/29 247/29 
Adjusted R2 0.144 0.157 0.320 0.285 

 

 

***, **, * denotes significance at the one, five or ten percent level, respectively.             
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Table 8 
 

Characteristics of Issues led by Winner and Loser Banks in the Pre- and Post-Merger Period 
 

Loser (Winner)-Bank led issues are the banks that decrease or maintain (increase) their post-merger market share of 
equity underwriting in Panel A of Table 3.  Market Share (-1) is the market share of the lead bank over the year prior 
to the announcement date of the offer.  MFR is the midpoint of the file price range.  Analyst Coverage from IBES is 
based on availability of earnings estimates for the issuer. T-statistics (Wilcoxon statistics) testing for the difference 
in means (medians) between the pre- and post-merger characteristics are indicated by asterisks in the post-merger 
column.  
 

 Issues led by Bank Losers Issues led by Bank Winners 
 Pre-Merger Post-Merger Pre-Merger Post-Merger 

Characteristics related to Fees (%)    
Average IPO Gross Spread  6.88         6.80             6.99 6.91*

Median IPO Gross Spread           7.00        7.00  7.00 7.00
Average SEO Gross Spread  5.17 4.74*** 5.37 5.23
Median SEO Gross Spread  5.21 5.00*** 5.49 5.25

Characteristics related to Size    
IPO Log Amount Offered ($ millions) 3.67 4.15***   3.54 4.04***

SEO Log Amount Offered ($ millions) 4.00 4.61*** 3.81 4.40***

IPO Median Issuer Size (assets - $ millions) 28.25 60.20*** 23.70 23.80
SEO Median Issuer Size (assets - $ millions) 115.00 272.50*** 76.9 108.05***

Characteristics related to IPO Pricing (%)    
Initial Return (close price +1/offer price) -1  14.96 35.64***    19.63   57.09***

Market Share (-1)  3.28 3.16 2.53 2.53
Percent Upwardly Revised (offer price>MFR)     43.03  44.52    48.16  63.13***

File Price Revision   0.93  1.55      4.09  14.02***

Industry Affiliation of IPO Issuers (%)    

Financials 6.96 7.39 7.69 3.29**

High Tech Firms     44.35     53.41*   56.15  60.53

Utilities 0.58 1.14 0.77 0.66

Frequency of Analyst Coverage (%)    

Coverage by lead within 12 months after IPO  48.12 76.14*** 26.15 72.37***

Coverage by lead 12 months before SEO   23.19 38.53*** 9.44 28.97***

Coverage by lead within 12 months after SEO  29.47 45.87*** 10.56 44.83***

    
N 345 176 260 152
 

***, **, * denotes significance at the one, five or ten percent level, respectively.             
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Table 9 

Analysis of Bank Syndicate Roles in SEOs following IPOs 
The percentage and number of SEO managers that are retained, hired, promoted, demoted, or fired 
after an in-sample IPO. “Bank Losers (Winners)” reports the post-merger experience of Section 20 
banks acquiring IBs that lose or (win) market share in the post-merger period in Table 3. “Pre-
Merger” reports the experience of IBs that are eventually acquired by banks before they are 
acquired; “IIBs” are the 129 investment banks free of commercial bank affiliation making two or 
more offers post December 1996. T-tests are the differences in the average rate of the Bank Losers 
category versus each other category (Winners, Pre-Merger, IIBs), respectively. 

  Bank IIBs 
  Losers Winners Pre-Merger  
Retained as lead Average Rate 52.2% 68.6% 75.6% 62.8% 
IPO & SEO lead N(retained/possible) 83/159 59/86 273/361 686/1,092 
 P-value: t-test   0.01 <0.01 0.01 
       
Retained as co-mgr Average Rate 52.2% 66.1% 69.0% 57.7% 
IPO & SEO co-mgr N(retained/possible) 181/344 121/183 367/532 756/1,310 
 P-value: t-test   <0.01 <0.01 0.09 
      
Promoted Average Rate 3.5% 1.6% 9.2% 7.6% 
Co-manager to lead N(promoted/possible) 12/344 3/183 49/532 99/1,310 
 P-value: t-test   0.17 <0.01 0.01 
       
Demoted Average Rate 15.1% 17.4% 10.5% 14.6% 
Lead to co-manager N(demoted/possible) 24/159 15/86 38/361 160/1,092 
 P-value: t-test   0.63 0.14 0.29 
      
Fired as lead Average Rate 32.7% 14.0% 13.8% 22.5% 
IPO lead: SEO N(fired/possible) 52/159 12/86 50/361 246/1,092 
 P-value: t-test  <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
      
Fired as co-manager Average Rate 43.9% 32.2% 21.8% 34.7% 
IPO co-mgr: SEO N(fired/possible) 151/344 59/183 116/532 455/1,310 
 P-value: t-test  <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
       
Hired as lead Average Rate 8.5% 5.6% 22.1% 61.2% 
IPO : SEO lead N(hired/possible) 39/461 26/461 102/461 282/461 
 P-value: t-test   0.09 <0.01 <0.01 
       
Hired as co-manager Average Rate 13.5% 7.3% 22.1% 53.4% 
IPO: SEO co-mgr N(hired/possible) 206/1,529 112/1,529 336/1,529 816/1,529 
 P-value: t-test   <0.00 <0.00 <0.00 
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Table 10 
Logistic Regression Analysis of Syndicate Roles in Follow-on SEOs 

 
Pooled logistic regression of the probability to retain or hire an SEO underwriter for 1,697 SEOs following 1,697 in-
sample IPOs conducted by banks and the 129 independent investment banks.  The dependent variable in the first 
specification is 1 if the underwriter retains the SEO lead if it was the IPO lead, and is 0 if the underwriter was the 
IPO lead and was not a lead or co-manager on the SEO (“fired”).  The dependent variable in the second specification 
is 1 if the underwriter retains the SEO lead if it was IPO lead, and is 0 if the underwriter was the IPO lead and was 
not a lead or co-manager on the SEO (“fired”) or was a co-manager on the IPO (“demoted).  In the third 
specification, the dependent variable is 1 if the underwriter retains a co-manager position on the SEO if it was co-
manager on the IPO, and is 0 if the underwriter was a co-manager on the IPO and was not a co-manager on the SEO.  
The independent variables include a dummy variable equal to 1 if the SEO issue is underwritten by a Loser-Bank (as 
determined by the market share results in Table 3) and is 0 otherwise.  A dummy variable is 1 if the SEO issue is 
underwritten by a Winner-Bank and is 0 otherwise.  ∆SEO_IPO_Market Share is the average total market share of 
the SEO underwriter 3 years prior to the SEO minus the average total market share of the IPO underwriter 3 years 
prior to the IPO.  SEO Market Share is the average total market share of the SEO underwriter 3 years prior to the 
SEO.  Expected Proceeds are the log of the number of shares offered times the mid-point of the file range (MFR).  
Unexpected Proceeds are measured by the percentage file price revision ((offer price – MFR) ÷ MFR).  IPO Gross 
Spread is the percentage gross spread on the IPO.  Number of IPO Co-managers is the number of co-managers in 
the IPO syndicate. Analyst Coverage from IBES is based on the availability of earnings estimates for the issuer.  
Coverage 12 months after IPO is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the underwriter on the IPO provides coverage 
within 12 months after the IPO offer date and is 0 otherwise.  Coverage 12 months before SEO is a dummy variable 
equal to 1 if the underwriter on the SEO provides coverage within 12 months before the SEO announcement date 
and is 0 otherwise.  Days between IPO & SEO are the number of days between the IPO offer date and SEO 
announcement date.  High Tech Dummy is 1 if the firm at the time of the IPO is in a high tech industry based on 
SDC industry codes, and is 0 otherwise.  P-values are given in parentheses below the coefficient estimates.   
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Retained as Lead on 
SEO=1: Lead on IPO 
and no role on SEO 

(“Fired”)=0 

Retained as Lead on 
SEO=1: Lead on IPO 
and no role on SEO or 
Co-manager on IPO 

(“Demoted)=0 

Retained as Co-
manager on SEO=1: 
Co-manager on IPO 

and no role in SEO=0 

 Logit Coefficient Estimates 
Intercept 

0.598 
(0.853) 

-2.068 
(0.403) 

-1.603 
(0.468) 

Bank Loser -0.890*** 

(0.001) 
-0.650*** 

(0.002) 
-0.443*** 

(0.003) 
Bank Winner 1.250*** 

(0.001) 
0.615** 

(0.027) 
-0.098 

(0.634) 
∆SEO_IPO_Market Share 0.022 

(0.732) 
-0.011 

(0.843) 
0.120** 
(0.034) 

SEO Market Share 0.046* 
(0.098) 

0.091*** 

(0.000) 
-0.046** 
(0.021) 

Expected IPO Proceeds ($ millions) 0.238 
(0.118) 

0.244** 

(0.038) 
0.160 

(0.120) 
File Price Revision (%) 0.008** 

(0.040) 
0.011*** 

(0.000) 
0.002 

(0.200) 
IPO Gross Spread (%) -0.394*** 

(0.003) 
-0.150 

(0.138) 
0.103 

(0.261) 
Number of IPO Co-Managers -0.310*** 

(0.000) 
-0.161** 

(0.015) 
-0.359*** 

(0.000) 
Coverage within 12 months after IPO  0.166 

(0.477) 
0.112 

(0.952) 
0.467*** 

(0.008) 
Coverage 12 months before SEO   1.694*** 

(0.000) 
0.569*** 

(0.003) 
0.892*** 

(0.000) 
Days between IPO & SEO  -0.002*** 

(0.002) 
-0.001*** 

(0.000) 
-0.002*** 

(0.000) 
High Tech IPO Dummy -0.137 

(0.389) 
-0.152 

(0.217) 
0.111 

(0.312) 
N (1/0) 1,015/346 1,015/565 1354/741 
Likelihood Ratio (p-value of Chi Square)  449.9*** 335.8*** 575.3*** 
Pseudo R-square 85.4% 77.0% 80.5% 

 

***, **, * denotes significance at the one, five or ten percent level, respectively.             
 

 


